INTRO (♩ = ca. 140)
Capo 3: (G)
Bb

VERSES
Melody
(G) (Gsus4) (G) (Gsus4)
Bb Bbsus4 Bb Bbsus4

1. From the East a new____ day dawns;____ your voice from the dis-
2. In our heart a new____ day dawns;____ you have right-ed ev-

Harmony
(G) (C) (G)
Bb Eb Bb

1. - tance comes. A-wake!____ A-wake and be____ made new.___
2. - er-y wrong. A-wake!____ γ We a-wake____ to you.___

(G) (Gsus4) (G) (Gsus4)
Bb Bbsus4 Bb Bbsus4

1. Blood and wa-ter from____ your side;____ all who la-
2. God, your love is our____ de-light;____ from the cross you claim____
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REFRAIN

Son of God, O Savior come to seek and save the lowly ones. Lord, let your song sound deep inside:

I am yours and you are mine.
238—You Are Mine (3)

BRIDGE

\(\text{Eb} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{F/A} \quad \text{Eb} \quad \text{Gm} \)

\(\text{cresc. poco a poco sempre} \)

mine.

Have your way with us.

And see redemption comes.

Have your way with us.

O

\(\text{Gm} \quad \text{F/A} \quad \text{Eb} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{D/F#}}\)

D.S. al Coda

O

mine.